LAUNCHING: “THE LINK FOR SUPPLIERS”

Today, the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Initiative (PSCI) launches its online platform for suppliers, ‘The Link for Suppliers’. The Link will support the PSCI’s vision of continuously improving the sector’s responsible supply chain practices, by providing suppliers with a place to:

- Connect with each other and with PSCI members companies, join discussions, and pose questions on PSCI topics, tools, and resources.
- Access the latest PSCI training, resources and tools, including CAPR template, webinars and conference materials.
- Access the latest news on updates and changes to the SAQ and Audit tools.
- Gain greater visibility and control, with an audit sharing dashboard and the ability to manage audit sharing permissions.
- Develop your responsible supply chain management practices, with the frameworks and support from the PSCI.

Right now, suppliers can access more information on a range of initiatives and resources, including the following highlights:

- **2020 supplier impact survey**: All suppliers are invited to submit their views on PSCI’s activities, tools and resources, and our audit sharing platform.
- **Webinar on human rights risks**: Suppliers can attend to find out more about how PSCI members map supply chain human rights risks and develop mitigation measures, with a focus on raw and natural materials used in the pharmaceutical sector.
- **PSCI’s best-loved resources**: Our most popular tools, training and resources on the site have been summarized, making it easier than ever to get the most from your responsible supply chain management practices.
- **PSCI in the news**: Read our views on why responsible supply chain management is even more important as we face up to Covid-19.

To get started, visit The Link’s [log-in page](#). Hundreds of suppliers already have access to The Link through previous audit sharing activity and can log in as usual. Suppliers new to the platform can also register for an account at the same link.

If you have any questions about The Link or PSCI resources, please direct them to [info@pscinitiative.org](mailto:info@pscinitiative.org).

PSCI is on [Twitter](#) and [LinkedIn](#).